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Abstract 
Abstract of thesis entitled : 
Bayesian Approach for a Multigroup Structural Equation Model with 
Fixed Covariates 
Submitted by Oi-Ping CHIU 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistic 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2003 
Structural equation models have been commonly used in behavioral and social 
research for assessing the correlations and causations between manifest variables 
and latent factors. In practical applications, as fixed covariates and multi-group 
comparison are always concerned, it is important to consider multiple-group mod-
els with fixed covariates. The main objective of this thesis is to develop a Bayesian 
approach for a general multigroup structural equation model with fixed covari-
ates. The model includes fixed covariates for both measurement and structural 
equations. For multi-sample covariance structures, there are some different con-
straints imposed on the structural parameters. The Gibbs sampler is implemented 
to produce the Bayesian estimate of the parameters. It is shown that the con-
ditional distributions required in the Gibbs sampler are the familiar uniform, 
normal, gamma and inverted Wishart distributions. Our method not only pro-
duces Bayesian estimates of the parameters, but also produces latent scores as a 
by-product. For model selection, the Bayes factor is used for comparing models 
with different constraints on the structural parameters in different group struc-
tures. The Bayes factor is estimated by a simple method, namely the Schwarz 
criterion. Sensitivity analysis about the hyper-parameters values will be studied 
by a simulation study and a real life example via informative and non-informative 
prior inputs. Some illustrative examples with real data sets are also reported. 
i 
摘要 
結構方程式模型(Structural Equation Model)已廣泛應用在行爲及社會科學硏究 
上°由硏究結構方程式模型可以了解到明顯變數(Manifest variable)與隱藏因子 
(Latent factor)之間的關係°在某些情況下，固定共變數(Fixed covariate)的影響 
是不容忽視的’而了解不同組別之間的關係亦常是硏究的範圍。本論文主要是 
硏究以貝氏估計法(Bayesian approach)應用在有固定變數的多組別結構方程式 
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Structural equation model is widely used for studying the causal relation-
ships between observable variables and unobservable factors, the so-called latent 
factors. It is mostly used in the field of social science, psychology, education and 
marketing. For example, it has been used to study the causal relationship be-
tween intelligence and test score, where test score is the observable variables and 
intelligence is the latent factor that cannot be measured directly. After finding 
the causal relationship, some decisions or conclusions can be made. For example, 
health condition is expected to be reflected by some measurable medical test. If 
it is found that the causal effect of "Blood Pressure" to "Health" is high, then 
"Health" can be improved by focus on "Blood Pressure". 
In some cases, some other fixed covariates, e.g. gender, of the respondents 
are expected to have casual relationship to the observable variables or the latent 
factors. Gender or age may affect the result of verbal test, or the age of a person 
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may affect his/her intelligence. Hence, adding fixed covariates to the structural 
equation model is an essential element. In this thesis, to study the causal rela-
tionship, a Bayesian approach is used in estimation. As the Bayesian approach 
needs to deal with the high dimensional integration, the Gibbs sampler (Geman 
and Geman, 1984) is used to get the structural parameters estimate numerically. 
Lee and Shi (2000) have developed a Bayesian procedure to analyze the Struc-
tural Equation Model with fixed covariates on both the manifest variables and 
latent factors. 
Beside studying the relationship between manifest variables and the latent 
factors, it is interested to find out the difference / similarity between different 
groups. For example, it is of interest to study the cultural difference or study 
the difference between men and women. To study the group difference, it is 
needed to find out how invariant among different groups. Therefore, it is needed 
to test various hypotheses via some model selection processes. The traditional 
goodness-of-fit test using significant tests based on the p-values always encounters 
the following problems: 
1. The test only gives evidence to reject the null model and does not support 
the alternative model. 
2. The test tends to reject Hq as the sample size n is large. 
3. The test can only be applicable for comparing nested models. 
It had been shown that the Bayes factor is a better statistic to test or compare 
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functional constraints among parameters in the multi-group structural equation 
model (Lee and Song, 2001). For using the Bayes factor in model comparison, 
the problem of calculating some complicated integration has to be faced. As it 
is complicated to get the Bayes factor, Kass and Raftery (1995) have suggested 
some estimation methods. One of the estimation methods is the Schwarz criterion 
(Schwarz, 1978). This is a method that is easy-to-use, not highly affected by the 
prior inputs and provides reasonable indication of the evidence. 
In this thesis, multigroup structural equation model with fixed covariates will 
be studied. The Bayesian approach is used to estimate the structural parameters, 
and the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984) is used to get the structural 
parameter estimates numerically. The Bayes factor is used for multigroup com-
parison and it is approximated by Schwarz criterion. The organization of this 
thesis is as follow: The proposed model will be discussed in Chapter 2. The 
estimation method (Bayesian approach) using the Gibbs sampler is discussed in 
Chapter 3. It will include the prior and conditional distributions used by this ap-
proach. Then some posterior analyses will be performed. The model comparison 
method is considered in Chapter 4. An illustrative simulation study and a real 





2.1 General Model 
Let g represent different groups and rig represent sample size of the g-th. group. 
Consider the following model for the p x 1 manifest random vector y : 
2 A ⑷ = ⑷ 斤 ) + £!") (2.1) 
法 ） = 办 � $(i?)+r � � � + (5,� (2.2) 
for alH = l , . . . , ^ ^ and^ = A(夕）,A(没），丑(没）,IT � ,r(没）are unknown pa-
rameter matrices; cc!") and are vectors of fixed covariates; =(《。"）€�/"))'� 
is a 9 X 1 latent random vector;之(i�) and 德 are r! x 1 and 7*2 x 1 latent random 
vectors respectively, where 法 )�i V ( 0 ’ $(")); ef^ and are random vectors of 
error measurement with distribution yV(0,屯 J")) and 7V(0 ,屯 respec t ive ly . 
The elements in A � and A � represent the direct causal effects of the fixed 
covariates xf"^ and the latent factors …on the manifest variables j/!")- The 
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elements in 11 � represent the direct causal effects of the latent factors 德 on 
other latent factors 右if). The elements in B � and r � represent the direct causal 
effects of the fixed covariates ；z严 and the latent factors 之⑤ on the latent factors 
法 ) .F ixed covariates and z产 can be discrete, continuous and polytomous. 
For n ^力= I - n⑷，we assume n广⑷ exists. The covariance of $ � is 
[ �r - i ( " ) + 屯^叫！！。-^ � n � ]� � ‘ 
s 专 ⑷ = 
�n 严 ） 少⑷ 
- _ 
Let A � =( A ( / ) where A(/) and A ? are sub-matrix with ri x p and 
r2 X p respectively. As observations from different groups are independent, we 
only have to consider the conditional distribution (2/!")|A(5),B("),A(")’n(")，r(")， 
⑴ ， 屯 T h e marginal distribution of the manifest random vector 分） 
is 
I A � ’ B ⑷，A�’ n ⑷， r� ,$(")’ 屯e � , 屯 �N (fly � ,s 权⑷)，(2.3) 
where / i " � -A � + A ( i " ) n � — a n d � -A � S一) A ^ � + 屯,⑷， 
For identification, some elements in A(力 and r(P) will be fixed to some preassigned 
values. In this thesis, only discrete and continuous covariates will be considered. 
For simplicity, I T � is set to 0. 
2.2 Constraint 
It is interested to consider the model with different equalities imposed to 
the structural parameters. Therefore, the most suitable model would vary from 
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the full model ( A �, B �， A �， n �, r � ’屯 ⑷ , 屯 , 
, 屯 a r e not equal among 
groups) to the simplest model (4(")’B�,A�’IT�,r⑷，$(")，屯^⑷，屯5 � are equal 
for different groups). We consider the model with multigroups and allow the 
structural parameters to be equal between groups. Hence, some constraints will 
be imposed to the above model (Equations 2.1 and 2.2). For example: If A � = 
. . .=A(G) 二 A, then the measurement model (2.1) becomes: 
y \ 9 �= A �x S " ) + A《产 + � （2.4) 
It is similar to impose constraints to other structural parameters in the model 
and we will not discuss the details here. 
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Chapter 3 
Bayesian Estimation via Gibbs 
Sampler 
Let, for all " = 1, .••’。，二（ Y ( i ) , … ， 1 ^ (’， � =( y 产’…，丫 思)， 
X = (_X:(i)’...，：\:(G))，Jt �=(^1；(/)，...，4力 and Z = �’…，^(^))’？�= 
\ • . . , Z梵 represent the data matrices (the manifest variables and the fixed 
covariates for the measurement model and the structural model); F = � 
1^(G))’ F�=(d。），.-.,d") represents the matrix of the latent factors; 
represents a vector with all unknown elements in the 
structural parameters of A ⑷， B � ,A ( " )， n ⑷， r ( " )，少 a n d 屯占⑷； 
6 y 二 ( 0 y ⑴ , . . . G y ⑷ Is & vectoi' witli tliG elemeiits in 0 � that asso-
ciates with the manifest variables ⑷，A⑷，屯已�)and - (0右⑴，.•.，6/右(G))， 
0忘⑷ is a vector with the elements in 0 � that associates with the latent fac-
tors (JB⑷，r⑷，少⑷’屯In this thesis, a Bayesian approach is adopted to 
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estimate latent score F and the structural parameter vectors 0 � .F o r a given 
prior distribution, it is needed to derive the posterior distribution. But the poste-
rior distributions are di伍cult to be derived as they involve complicated integrals. 
Therefore, the Gibbs Sampler (Geman and Geman，1984) is introduced to solve 
this complicated problem numerically. It has been shown that ( Lee and Shi, 
2001) the required conditional distributions for the above model are some simple 
and familiar distributions. 
The Gibbs sampler algorithm is simple and easy to implement. It generates a 
sequence of random observations from the conditional distributions. The required 
steps are as follow: 
At the (J + l)-th iteration with given F � and 0(力’ 
Step 1: Generate F(j+i) form the conditional distribution � . 
Step 2: Generate form the conditional distribution 
return to Step 1 until convergence. To Generate 〜）in step 2, we need to: 
Step 2a First generate the unknown structural parameters in 0 y � : 
i. Generate ^[f+i) from the conditional distribution 
ii. Generate A(j+i) from the conditional distribution 
y (^ff) F � 4 � xT/ � fiidh 
iii. Generate 屯£(j+i) from the conditional distribution 
[屯(9) pi9) 4(5) A (9) niah 
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Step 2b Then generate the unknown structural parameters in 0右⑷： 
i. Generate ^[f+i^ from the conditional distribution 
[办(5) y(3) jria) a � D � � � ^ ( g h 
ii. Generate from the conditional distribution 
[rG?) vig) r^s) a (fl) ^{g) ^(p) ^ (5)1 
r , f (j+i)’ �j+i)，少(j+i), 1 ⑴’屯<5�j 
iii. Generate from the conditional distribution 
�r(5) v{g) M n (5) 办0?) joig) ^ (9)1 
iv. Generate 屯占！^ 丄^）from the conditional distribution 
IxDM Y �p i o ) n {9) 击⑷ D � p � 
In multigroup estimation, the unknown elements for each group should be 
generated in each step. For example, it generates the latent scores of group 1 
then generates the latent scores of group 2 in step 1. Followed by generating 
权2/(j+i) for group 1 then group 2, and generating 0忘(j.+i) for group 1 then group 
2 in step 2, etc. It has been shown that the joint distribution of {( jP�，0(力)： 
j = J + 1’ ••.,</ + T} would converge to the posterior distribution [F, 0 | y ] 
exponentially for sufficiently large J (Geman and Geman, 1984). Therefore, it 
first generates J iterations, called the burn-in phase. Then the iterations after 
the J-th iteration are used to estimate the unknown parameters. In order to 
obtain a more independent sample, observations can be collected in cycles {j = 
J + 5, J + 2s , . . . , J + Ts). Practically a small cycle space (Gelfand and Smith, 
1990), say s=l’ would be enough. Hence, collected the sample with indexes 
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J. = J，J + 1，…，J + T will be sufficient for many statistical analyses. 
3.1 Conditional Distributions 
Conditional Distributions Y 
Since observations from different groups are independent and F � for g = 
1，...，G are independent, it only needs to find the conditional distribution of 
[F�|6>，:r] which is equivalent to [ J ^ �| 6 > � ’Y • � ] • As 叫 0 � ]f o r 2 = l , . . . , n 
are independent, only the marginal conditional distribution of [們 0⑷， y • � ]i s 
needed. It is easy to show that 
Y � )o c P ( y • � � ,� i " ) ) P ( d " ) | 6 >⑷） (3.1) 
As [y!叫化)，6>(叫�iV[A(")®严+A⑷化),屯，)]and [ ‘ h 於 ) ] �⑷ 么 i " ) 了 ’ 
0。了，S忘⑷],the conditional distribution [《产|y"�’ 0 � ]i s a simple normal dis-
tribution as shown below: 
[ ( ⑷ ⑷ ’ 叫 〜 ⑷ （ a T ⑷ 屯 厂 1 ⑷沒）一 4⑷c c ! ’ + Sri(")DW)’ri(5)X3.2) 
where n — i � =S � - i ( " ) + A^⑷屯e—丄�A� and D � =( B �z ! " )丁，0。了 • 
Conditional Distribution [6\F, Y 
The conditional distribution for the vector wiht unknown structural param-
eter elements 0(夕)，for g = 1，...，G, is slightly different when different con-
straints are imposed to the structural parameters. We now present the case 
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that A⑷， jB� ,A� ,n� ,r⑷，少⑷,屯， ) ,屯5�a re not equal among groups. For 
the cases that constraints are imposed to some structural parameters, only slight 
adjustment is needed. Similar to the conditional distribution of [F\6, Y]^ 
⑷⑷，F⑷）(X P ( Y⑷⑷，⑷)尸(0⑷⑷） 
o c 尸 ( Y �| 6 > � ’F � ) � ⑷ ） 尸( 6 > � ） ， 
where � associates with the manifest variables and 0《(。）associates with the la-
tent factors. Hence, �| 6 I � ,F � ) =( 叫 ⑷ ， F � )a n d �|(9右⑷)== 
�忘⑷ ) . F r o m the assumption that the prior distribution of � and 0专⑷ 
are independent, � ) = � )专 ⑷ H e n c e , 
尸 ( 0双⑷，0 � �| y • � ’⑷）o c ( 没 沒 ) ） p ( 0 双 ( 夕 ) ） 
一 (3.3) 
From the above equation, the conditional distribution of and 0右(沒）are pro-
portional to �双⑷,F � )P ( 6 I权⑷) a n d �|(9忘⑷)右⑷)respectively. 
As a result, the conditional distribution of and 0忘⑷ can be analyzed sepa-
rately. 
(i ) Conditional Distribution [ 9y\F^ Y 
First consider the conditional distribution of � , 
/ ^ ( A � ,A⑷，屯 e �| F � ,Y⑷） o c � ’ A�⑷，Y⑷，屯，)） 
P(屯丨 i^ (")’Y⑷） (3.4) 
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By reformulating the measurement equation (2.1), we have 
= + = (3.5) 
y!沒)_ �S 沒 ) = A � � + ^ 2 M 产 �《 产 + e产 (3.6) 
where ” � � =y 产 - y 产 - A � � ’ Aa�=A⑷，A,�=A("), 
= a^") and = The reformulated equations above are with similar 
properties and the posterior distribution for (没）and Ay(沒）are same. Therefore, 
and A(®) are generated via a similar method and we only present the part 
for estimating A � using equation 3.6. 
Assume there are same dimensions and same patterns of fixed, free and con-
strained values in the structural parameters among different groups. Let be 
the index matrix which identified the positions of the fixed elements in with 
element 
( 
0 for 义么 is fixed 
fkj = for k = = l,...,q 
1 for A忠 is free 
where A忠 is the element in A "^) with row k and column j. 
Let A淡 is the (1 x Ck) row vector that contain all unknown elements 公么 in 
the k-th row of A ^ where fkj=l and Ck = Ej=i fkj- Let be the sub-matrix 
of 产 where rows correspond to fkj = 0 are deleted, be the k-th row of 
with the fixed elements are deleted and other elements are transformed to 
VAki = VAI - E 入 — Ai) for /c = 1’ ….,p，i 二 
j 
where is the element in U^. with row j. 
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Let ip'f,] be the k-th diagonal element of 屯£("). Prior distributions are dis-
cussed widely by Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961), Lindley and Smith (1972), Lee 
(1981) and Broemeling (1985). Assume the prior distribution of 思，A次）for 
k = 1’...，p are independent. The commonly used conjugate type prior distribu-
tions of the unknown structural parameters are : 
[A贸I始)]�丄姥)H•二)]’ k = l,…,p, 
where ";《)。，A次，屯容⑷，po� and Rq� are hyper-parameters with 
given values, H j j f j and i ^ o � are positive definite matrices. The values of the 
hyper-parameters are obtained from the prior information, which mainly come 
from previous study. 
The conditional distributions 
of and 屯f � are given as below: 
(叫 �G a m m a [ n , / 2 + ait0ll\ (3.7) 
[A贸 |Y(g)’F(g)’功忠]〜九 " = (3.8) 
where ^ ^ 次 = ( H 二 ⑷ + � 
"⑷ 一 o ( " � W - 1⑷A⑷丄 / T⑷V巧 h^yk — ^^yk [-^ykO 八yW)十 Ufc ^ k )’ 
Ai = 鄉 + 2- i[Yi")Y�(") —2Aj(")_)Y【("） 
+A【严(iT � irT � )A ^ ) ] . 
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( i i ) Conditional Distribution [ Y 
After obtaining the conditional distribution of �( A � ’ A � and 屯£(力)，we 
go to the step of finding the conditional distribution of 0忘⑷（JB⑷，r(没)，屯⑷ and 
屯<5�).Assume the prior distribution 歪⑷ and the prior distribution B � ,r ⑷， 
屯 5 � are independent, we have 
⑷右⑷）p(6>右⑷）oc [众)，B(p),r(")，屯 
�,r⑷，屯z叫p(否⑷)• (3.9) 
Consider the conditional distribution of [ $ (叫F � ]f i r s t . The conjugate type 
prior distribution of 少⑷ is a Wishart distribution (Anderson,1984): 
歪 - 1⑷〜⑷， P o (叫， 
where 丑0(夕）and p o � are positive definite matrices of hyper-parameters. 
Let =(绍)，...,之恕)，歪⑷ has the following conditional distribution : 
[$ -1 � � + JRO—I�)-I’NG + P�(")] (3.10) 
After discussing the conditional distributions of structural parameters in the 
measurement model, we discuss the conditional distributions of structural param-
eters in the structural equation. By reformulating equation 2.2, we have 
法 ) - B ( � � =r ( " 赠 + (5产 
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The conditional distributions of B � ,r � and � are similar to those given in 
the above section (Conditional distribution [Oy\Y, jP]) and will not be presented 
here. 
3.2 Constraint 
For the structural parameters that are different for each group, each group uses 
its information to estimate the unknown structural parameters and we need to 
give prior inputs to every groups. In multi-samples, we want to know whether 
the two groups are invariant. Therefore, we impose some constraints on different 
models. For example, 
A � = . . . =A ( g ) = A , 屯 <5(1)=...=屯 6(G) = (3.11) 
Then all groups information is used to estimate the unknown constrained param-
eters A and 屯<5. Hence, we only need one set of prior information for all groups. 
Then the conditional distributions with constraint 3.11 are: 
For k = 1,... ,p and p = 1，..., G, 
[Aykll^ � ’ i^(g)’V® �N [ f l y , M y k l (3.12) 
[ F E I ( G ) | Y ( G ) ’ F ( G ) ] �G W I M A [ � / 2 + (4|)。，/5:"』， (3.13) 





约 � 巧 ⑷ + • H O — I �) - I , � + P。(")]， (3.14) 
and for /c = 1, . . . ,ri , ^ = 1, . . . , G, 
[ 召 P | Y ( g ) ’ i r ( g ) ， 如 ] � ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
[V^7ki|y(g)，F(g)]�Gammci[n/2 + a細,Ajfc], (3.16) 
where n^j^) = {Hf^^'^ + �” ， 
夕 ） = ‘ 夕 ) B i f � ) + 4^")&("))， 
<7=1 
Therefore, one set of prior information for each ify左�,tV^；久ftjito and f^ sko is 
needed for estimation. Other hyper-parameters values are needed for all different 
groups. 
3.3 Bayesian Estimation 
Let 0!，))) : j = 1，•. • , r } be the sample generated from the posterior 
distribution [ F � ’ 6 > � � ] .T h e Bayesian estimates of F � and 6>� are obtained 
by using the sample means of the generated sample as following: 
沪 ) = • { > ( ? ) ) and = (3.17) 
� 3 = 1 ^ 
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The posterior covariance matrices and V a r (么 c a n be obtained 
using the following equations: 
Var(沪)|Y) = i - 沪 ) ) ( 喂 — 沪 ) r (3.18) 
V a r ( e ) y ) = i - 么 ⑷ ) ( 燃 - ^ t y (3.19) 
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Chapter 4 
Model Comparison using the 
Bayes Factor 
It is interested to find a model that fits the given data set. To select the most 
suitable model among a given number of models, a reliable model comparison 
method is needed. In this thesis, we use the Bayes factor which is a summary 
of supportive evidence to the model provided by the given data set (Kass and 
Raftery 1995). 
For a given data set Y, it is assumed that it comes from Model 1 (Mi) or 
from Model 2 (M2) with probability P{Mi\Y) and P{M2\Y){= 1 - P{Mi\Y)). 
Moreover, P{Mi\Y)/P{M2\Y) gives the evidence of the model in favor of Mi to 
M2. Let P{Mk) be the prior probability for model k. From the Bayes theorem, 
Y ) - P{Y\M,)P{M,) f o r H 2 (4 1) 
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Hence 寧 丄 丨 ” - 戶 ( 寧 i ) 酬 M 2) 
加nee, P(M2\Y) _ P{Y\M2)P(M2). (�.… 
The Bayes factor B12 is defined as To obtain the marginal 
densities P{Y\Mk) of the data set, we have to compute the following integration: 
P{Y\Mk) = j P(Y\ek^Mk)P{e,\M,)de,, (4.3) 
where Of. is a vector of parameter space under Mk with dimension d^ and 'K[6k\Mk) 
is its prior density. To avoid complicated integration, there are some methods 
for approximating the Bayes factor (See Kass and Raftery, 1995 for detailed 
discussion). 
In this thesis, a simple method based on the Schwarz criterion will be used to 
approximate logBu. That is, 
2logBi2 = 25 = 2llogP{Y\ei, Mi) — logP{Y\e2, Ms)] - {di — ds) In N, (4.4) 
where S is called Schwarz criterion (Schwarz, 1978); di and c?2 are the dimensions 
of the unknown structural parameters under Model 1 and Model 2 respectively; 
9i and §2 are the Bayesian estimates of 6i and 62 under Mi and M2 respectively; 
N is the number of total sample size {N = 几g). Minus twice the Schwarz 
criterion ( - 2 5 ) is known as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIG). Under 
the assumption that observations from different groups are independent, the log-
likelihood function of M^] can be calculated by adding up the log-likelihood 
functions of different groups. The marginal distribution of the manifest random 
vector yi is normally distributed (It has been shown in equation 2.3) . Hence, the 
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log-likelihood function based on the data set Y is: 
5=1 2 2 
— J - " ， r s 广 ⑷ ( i t ) - /x^"))], (4.5) 
where / X y � =A �x ! � + A ( / ) n � — i� …， = A � S一)八了� + 中，). 
The constant terms ln(27r)) are the same for different models which 
can be ignored. 
It has been shown by Schwarz (1978) that as n tends to oo, 
S - logBu ^ , � 
(4.6) 
Hence, Schwarz criterion (S) approximates the logarithm of Bayes factor {JogB12) 
roughly. However, Kass and Raftery (1995) stated that the approximation is of 
order 0(1). Therefore, this approximation does not give the exact value of logB^ 
even when n is very large. 
The Bayes factor gives the sign of evidence that the data comes from Mi 
relative to M2. From Kass and Raftery (1995), it is useful to consider twice the 
logarithm of Bayes factor. It is suggested to interpret the statistic as follows: 
Bi2 2logBi2 Evidence against M2 
<1 <0 Negative (Support M2) 
1 to 3 0 to 2 Not worth more than a bare mention 
3 to 20 2 to 6 Positive (Support Mi) 
20 to 150 6 to 10 Strong 
>150 >10 Decisive 
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It is a rough descriptive of evidence. It can be used as a suggestion on the selection 
process but not necessary to regard it as a strict rule. Decision would be different 




A simulation study will be used to demonstrate the empirical performance of 
the proposed procedure. We simulate two unbalance groups of data, with sample 
sizes 200 (ni) and 400 [7x2) for group 1 and group 2 respectively. Both groups 
have two fixed covariates in the measurement model (cci, X2) and the structural 
equation (2^ 1, Z2). In group 1, the fixed covariates Xn and for i = 1 , . . . , n, 
are from Bernoulli distribution having a value 0 with probability 0.3 and a value 
1 with probability 0.7. The fixed covariates X2i and Zn^ for i = 1,... ,n, are from 
iV(0,1) and N(l, 2) respectively. In group 2, the setting of the fixed covariates are 
the same, except that Z2i, for z = 1，...，n is from Bernoulli distribution having 
a value 0 with probability 0.5 and a value 1 with probability 0.5. It is assumed 
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that the model has the following structure: 
/ \T 
r A这）A这）0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 
A � = 0* 0* 0* r A 盜）A 这）0* 0* 0* 




where = 1，2 and elements with an asterisk are fixed at a pre-assigned value. The 
model is based on the multigroup structural equation model with fixed covariates. 
There are 9 manifest variables and 3 latent factors with ri = 1 and ti = 2. There 
are 44 unknown structural parameter elements in each group. 
To obtain the prior information, an auxiliary Bayesian analysis with the conju-
gate prior distribution was conducted by using some ad hoc prior. The ad hoc in-
puts for hyper-parameters are set as: a恕。二 a監 = 1 6 ,戌� ) � =贈 q = 2, /^。⑷ 二 20 
for all k, Hjfo)=丑A) = 51, iV") = 5J for " 二 1’ 2. To get some information 
about convergence, a few tests are conducted to decide the burn-in phase. It is ob-
served that the generated observations with different starting values are converged 
rather quickly. Hence, the burn-in phase is set to J = 2000 and then collected 
T = 1000 iterations with a space s = 1. After collecting the sample data, we get 
the rough idea about the estimated value. Then, the following hyper-parameters 
are used as informative prior (Prior 1) : = c^么=：6, p^l = 监 = 2 , p o � = 
10 for all K 丑力。 ) = 丑 = J, = / for " = 1,2. A^^�, A(品Wifo) and i f j 
are obtained from the auxiliary estimation. 
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Then we take 100 replications for this study. To illustrate the performance of 
the proposed procedure on estimation, we first estimate the full model using the 
proposed procedure. The mean values of Bayesian estimates and the true values 
of the unknown structural parameter elements are shown in Appendix, Table A.3. 
The sum of root mean square (ERMS) of the Bayesian Estimate is 7.0616. It 
means that the Bayesian estimates are quite close to the true values. 
Constraints and Model Selection 
Then, we study invariance between groups. We impose constraints on the 
parameters in these groups, and compare models using the Bayes factor. The 
following constraints are considered: 
Model 1 : A(i) = A(2) 
Model 2 ： A(i) = A⑵，A(i) = A(2) 
Model 3 : � =y l ( 2 )， A � =A ( 2 ) , 否⑴ = $ ( 2 )， = 屯 
Model 4* : 乂1) = A ⑵ ， A ( i ) = A � �= $(2)，B⑴二 B(2),屯占⑴=屯，） 
Model 5 ： A � =A ⑵， A � =A � ’ 屯 ^ � = 屯 ^ ⑵，少⑴二歪⑵’ b � =B ⑵ ， 
r �= r(2)，屯5 �=屯5(2) 
Using the Bayesian approach, the Schwarz criterion S for estimating the Bayes 
factor is easy to computed. We use this approximation to choose the best model. 
From Appendix, Table A.l, the values of 2logB^k (for the real model compare 
with all other different models above) are positive for all k ( 2logB^i = 139.57, 
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2logBi2 = 55.21, 2logBi3 = 345.18, = 342.81 ). Hence, Model 4 (the 
real model) is the best among all above compared models for the given data set. 
The estimates of the structural parameters of the model selected (Model 4) are 
presented in Appendix, Table A.4. The sum of root mean square (ERMS) of this 
model is 5.2773 (< 7.0616)，which reflects the estimates are closer to the true 
values, because the true model is selected. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
To test the effect of prior inputs, a sensitivity test is conducted. The model 
without any constraints is chosen to conduct the sensitivity analysis. The less im-
portant hyper-parameters are set as: Hy^fJ 二 HsI^q = I. Other more important 
hyper-parameters are: 
Prior 1 : a i t = 必 ) � = 6 ,贈 � =贈 � = 2 , p �� - 1 0 ， = and 
A點，A恕,B[；�and r游 are obtained from the auxiliary estimation. 
Prior 2 : a � ^ = = 12, 思 = 贈 q = 4’ po(") = 5, others are equal to Prior 1. 
Prior 3 : a ; � ) �= c ^ i ) �= 4 , � ) � =贈 q = 1，Po(") = 20, others are equal to Prior 1. 
Prior 4 : A點，A达),：8这)and , are twice of Prior 1 ,others equal to Prior 
1. 
Prior 5 : A[f丄 A这)，jB^ f。）and r 达 ） ， a r e halved of Prior 1 ,others equal to Prior 
1. 
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Kass and Raftery (1995) and Lee and Zhu (2000) has pointed out the effect of 
the priors is slight in estimation. To illustrate the performance, sum of root mean 
squares (^RMS) of Bayesian estimates obtained in 100 replications with different 
prior information under model 1 are reported in Appendix, Table A.2. The sum 
of root mean squares (X^RMS) with different prior inputs are quite close to each 
other. It can be concluded that the Bayesian estimates are quite accurate and 




A real data set will be analyzed to illustrate the proposed procedure. The 
data set we used was collected in the project World Values Survey 1981-1984 
and 1990-1993, ICPSR version. The data set is about jobs, religious beliefs, life, 
family life and social issues, which was collected from societies around the world. 
For illustration purpose, only small portions of the data sets from Japan (Group 
1) and Canada (Group 2) are used. Six variables are selected as manifest variables 
(2/1，...,2/6) (V180, V96, V62, V176, V116, V117). They are indicators of three 
latent factors: Life (芒丄)，Religious beliefs (^2) and Job satisfaction (^3). For 
simplicity, all manifest variables are treated as continuous and the observations 
with missing values are removed. The sample sizes of the groups are 80 (n!) 
and 455 (n2). Two fixed covariates, a vector of 1 (cci) and sex (X2)，for the 
measurement model and one fixed covariate, the 'socio-economic status' (zi) for 
the structural equation are used. 
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The multigroup structural equation model with fixed covariates will be used 
and the structural parameters is set as: 
/ 
1* A � 0* 0* 0* 0* 
A � = 0* 0* r X�盈 0* 0* 
0* 0* 0* 0* r A这） 
\ 似 J 
and 少(g) = 11 21 
\ 1^2 2^2 ) 
where p = 1, 2 and elements with an asterisk are fixed. 28 unknown elements 
in each group are estimated. To get some information about convergence, a 
few test runs are conducted to decide the burn-in phase. Before we get the 
prior information, an auxiliary Bayesian analysis with the conjugate prior dis-
tribution is conducted using some ad hoc priors. The ad hoc inputs for hyper-
parameters are set as: o；忠。=^4�)�=IQ^Pill = Pm = 2 ’ P o � = 2 0 for all k, 
= Hslfo) = 5 J "，丑= 57 for = 1，2. It is observed that the generated 
observations with different starting values converged well after 2000 iterations. 
Hence, the burn-in phase is set to J = 2000 and then T = 1000 iterations with 
space s = 1 are collected. Besides, the following hyper-parameter values are used 
as informative priors (Prior 1): a ' 忍 = a 鑑 = - � ) � =2 ， p o � = 1 0 for 
all k, Hylfo)=丑化)=J，K。("）= I for " = 1,2. and i f � ) are 
obtained from the auxiliary estimation. 
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6.1 Model Selection 
To study the invariance between groups, some constraints are imposed to the 
structural parameters and the Bayes factor is used for model selection. Referring 
to the estimation result of the unconstrained model, we consider the following 
constraints of the model: 
Model 1: Structural parameters are not equal among groups 
Model 2: A(i)=八⑵ 
Model 3: A � =A ⑵ ， 屯 ， ( 1 ) = 屯 � =B ( 2 ) ， r � =r ( 2 ) 
Model 4: A�=A⑵，屯^�=屯，⑵，歪⑴=歪⑵ 
Model 5: 4 � =_ A ( 2 )， A � =A ⑵，屯， � = 屯， � � = 歪⑵， 
B � =B ⑵， r � =：r ⑵，屯 5 ( 1 ) =屯 5⑵ 
The Bayesian approach is applied to estimate the unknown structural parameters 
of the above models. Bayes factors, which are approximated by the Schwarz cri-
terion, are calculated for all pairs of models for model comparison purpose. The 
result of 2logBij is given in Appendix, Table A.6. As 2logB机=60.51,2logB拟= 
42.29,2/0^^43 = —35.38,2/0"战3 = -62.44，Model 3 is selected. The interpreta-
tion of the selected model is: 
A �= A ( 2 ) : The countries have the same factor loadings; 
万⑴=丑⑵： The effect from "socio-economic status" to "Life" are same for the countries; 
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r � =r ⑵ ： T h e effect from "Religious beliefs" and "Job satisfaction" to "Life" are same 
for the countries; 
屯£(1)=屯£(2): Both countries have the same variation of the unexplained effect of the 
manifest variables. 
6.2 Bayesian Estimate 
The Bayesian estimates and standard error estimates are presented in Table A.7. 
From Table A.7, it can be concluded that: 
1. The variation of the latent factor "Job satisfaction" ( ^22 — 7.0884, 4 泛 = 
2.3046) is quite high when comparing with others (^ (/？ = 0.5002, ^ (丄)）= 
0.4837), especially for Group 1 - Japan. It means that the "Job satisfaction" 
in Japan may be very different in the society. 
-(2) 
2. The values of Aj2 are higher than A � f o r z = 1 , . . . , 6. We can conclude 
that the effect from sex in Japan is higher. It seems that the belief of men 
and women is quite different. 
A (2) -(1) 
3. The values of A^^  are higher than A^ for z = 1 , . . . , 6. Hence, the mean 
of Canada is higher than the mean of Japan. 
八(1) 八(2) 
4. •Bii = jBii = 0.0161, therefore the effect from the “socio-economic status" 
to the “ Life" are small and they are the same for both countries. 
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二⑴ A � -NI 
5. r;2 = ri2 = 0.3334 > r；/ = r；/ = 0.2033, that means "Job satisfaction" 
has larger affect than “ Religious beliefs" to “ Life" for both countries. 
6.3 Sensitivity Analysis 
To test the impact of prior inputs, a sensitivity analysis is conducted using the 
full model. The less important hyper-parameters are set as: jFfyjfQ = H^jfJ = I. 
More important hyper-parameters are: 
Prior 1: a(£�= 4 : ) � = 6 , 贈。 = 贈 � = 2 , po�=10，丑o�=I, and 
A I^Q, aIq\ BjfJ and r j f j are obtained from the auxiliary estimation. 
Prior 2: « ; � ) � =c ^ f o = 12,贈o = ^st = 4, p o �= 5 , others are equal to Prior 1. 
Prior S: a恕。=a恕。=4,贈q = 贈 q = 1， /^o�=20, others are equal to Prior 1. 
Prior 4： A^ f。)，JB恕and ll"O)’丑o(") are twice of Prior 1, others equal to Prior 1. 
Prior 5: A|f丄 A f^。)，B[fo)and r 忽 , i ^ o � are halved of Prior 1, others equal to Prior 1. 
The result is attached in Appendix, Table A.7 to Table A.11. The estimation 
results are close for different prior inputs. We can conclude that the effect from 




In this thesis, the multigroup structural equation model with fixed covari-
ates has been investigated. Some constraints are introduced to the structural 
parameters in different groups. The model assumes that the causal relationships 
among variables are linear. Practically, if the linearity assumption is reliable, 
then the model selection process is simpler. For some cases, simple linear rela-
tionship may not be adequate, and nonlinear relationship can be used. However 
it is complicated to find out the best nonlinear relationships. 
In estimating the unknown structural parameters, a Bayesian approach is used 
and the Gibbs sampler is applied to avoid computing the complicated posterior 
density. The Gibbs sampler only involves some simple and familiar distributions 
which are easy to sample. The Bayesian approach can estimate the sturctural 
parameters well and is not much affected by the prior information. It also gives 
the estimates of latent scores simultaneously. These scores are useful in other 
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statistical analysis. 
For the purpose of comparison, we has introduced the Bayes factor, which is 
roughly estimated by the Schwarz criterion . This method is simple and easy 
to implement. Schwarz criterion is an index for model selection which prefers 
the simpler model. This method has some limitations: 1. The Schwarz criterion 
would not give exact value of logBu even when n is very large. 2. As the Schwarz 
criterion prefers simpler model, the related model may not be the true model, 
especially for the case that the different between groups are slight, for example 
with A^ n = 1-1 and = 1.2. We should treat these situations carefully. There 
are some other methods to estimate the Bayes factor, see Kass and Raftery (1995). 
Moreover, it is worthwhile to test the power of Schwarz criterion by studying the 
models with slight different parameters between groups. 
A real example is used to demonstrate the proposed proceduces. The Bayesian 
approach using the Gibbs sampler is easy to implement in the real situation. 
The Bayes factor estimated by the Schwarz criterion gives the information for 
model selection. For further study, it would be interested to analyze models with 
polytomous data or to study causal relationship for different periods of time. 
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Appendix A 
k \ j 1 2 3 4 
2 8436 
3 -205.61 -289.98 
4 139.57 55.21 345.18 
5 -203.24 -287.60 2.37 -342.81 
Table A.l: 2logBkj for the Simulation Study 
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“ P r i o r A d hoc 1 2 3 4 5 
E RMS 7.65 6.97 6.73 7.75 7.13 6.95 
Table A.2: E RMS of Different Prior Input 
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Group 1 Group 2 
Real Groupl SD SE RMS Real Group2 SD SE RMS 
0^8 0 . 7 9 5 4 0 . 0 2 8 0 0.0284 0.0283 0 . 7 9 6 7 0 . 0 2 5 7 0.0275 0.0258 
ASI 0.8 0.7980 0.0310 0.0284 0.0310 0.8 0.7917 0.0255 0.0273 0.0267 
八52 0.7 0.7276 0.0531 0.0619 0.0597 0.7 0.7528 0.0677 0.0781 0.0856 
八62 0.7 0.7309 0.0524 0.0615 0.0606 0.7 0.7466 0.0795 0.0783 0.0918 
八73 0.6 0.6271 0.0572 0.0581 0.0630 0.6 0.6323 0.0717 0.0713 0.0783 
八83 0.5 0.5161 0.0488 0.0534 0.0512 0.5 0.5228 0.0764 0.0658 0.0794 
少 11 1.1 1.0281 0.1523 0.1448 0.1678 1.1 1.0007 0.1447 0.1443 0.1749 
$12 0.5 0.4835 0.1117 0.0982 0.1123 0.5 0.4577 0.0770 0.0861 0.0875 
$22 1.2 1.1133 0.1710 0.1592 0.1910 1.2 1.1037 0.1758 0.1593 0.1997 
IPEII 0.36 0.3547 0.0515 0.0536 0.0515 1 0.9623 0.1140 0.1068 0.1195 
IPE22 0.36 0.3633 0.0443 0.0460 0.0443 1 0.9826 0.0864 0.0893 0.0877 
A33 0.36 0.3637 0.0472 0.0461 0.0471 1 0.9732 0.0897 0.0882 0.0932 
IPEU 0.36 0.3754 0.0552 0.0610 0.0571 1 1.0148 0.1161 0.1043 0.1165 
0.36 0.3632 0.0448 0.0455 0.0447 1 0.9641 0.0806 0.0818 0.0878 
IPE66 0.36 0.3629 0.0491 0.0454 0.0490 1 0.9790 0.0902 0.0824 0.0922 
IL^EN 0.36 0.3960 0.0587 0.0719 0.0686 1 1.0084 0.1151 0.1156 0.1148 
IPESS 0.36 0.3591 0.0381 0.0440 0.0379 1 0.9975 0.0733 0.0805 0.0730 
IPE99 0.36 0.3621 0.0375 0.0409 0.0374 1 0.9812 0.0765 0.0760 0.0784 
All 0.8 0.8046 0.1493 0.1454 0.1487 0.8 0.8097 0.1563 0.1632 0.1558 
A21 0.8 0.8143 0.1309 0.1191 0.1311 0.8 0.8194 0.1331 0.1367 0.1339 
ASI 0.8 0.7981 0.1273 0.1191 0.1267 0.8 0.8227 0.1300 0.1352 0.1314 
A41 0.8 0.8059 0.1057 0.0975 0.1053 0.8 0.8024 0.0978 0.0992 0.0973 
A51 0.8 0.8058 0.0813 0.0787 0.0811 0.8 0.8154 0.0771 0.0868 0.0782 
^61 0.8 0.8006 0.0832 0.0787 0.0828 0.8 0.8026 0.0879 0.0869 0.0875 
A71 0.8 0.7886 0.0974 0.1014 0.0976 0.8 0.8133 0.1107 0.1010 0.1109 
^81 0.8 0.7968 0.0803 0.0739 0.0799 0.8 0.7957 0.0874 0.0841 0.0871 
YLGI 0.8 0.7897 0.0594 0.0677 0.0600 0.8 0.8122 0.0916 0.0794 0.0919 
AI2 0.5 0.4928 0.0991 0.1048 0.0989 0.5 0.4997 0.1200 0.1045 0.1194 
A22 0.5 0.4940 0.0886 0.0873 0.0883 0.5 0.5035 0.0856 0.0886 0.0853 
^32 0.5 0.5111 0.0873 0.0876 0.0876 0.5 0.5093 0.1003 0.0882 0.1003 
A42 0.5 0.4971 0.0829 0.0823 0.0825 0.5 0.5010 0.0670 0.0697 0.0667 
A52 0.5 0.4968 0.0620 0.0661 0.0618 0.5 0.5038 0.0558 0.0606 0.0557 
^62 0.5 0.4980 0.0633 0.0664 0.0630 0.5 0.5036 0.0665 0.0611 0.0662 
A72 0.5 0.5101 0.0765 0.0851 0.0768 0.5 0.4978 0.0683 0.0714 0.0680 
^82 0.5 0.5067 0.0625 0.0622 0.0626 0.5 0.5043 0.0599 0.0590 0.0598 
^92 0.5 0.5037 0.0581 0.0566 0.0579 0.5 0.5078 0.0587 0.0560 0.0590 
Bn 0.7 0.6993 0.0396 0.0427 0.0394 0.7 0.7094 0.0415 0.0445 0.0423 
Bi2 0.9 0.8822 0.1007 0.1036 0.1017 0.9 0.9078 0.0919 0.1016 0.0918 
Fii 0.7 0.7214 0.0819 0.0849 0.0843 1 1.0504 0.1474 0.1287 0.1551 
ri2 0.7 0.7302 0.0927 0.0847 0.0970 1 1.0641 0.1371 0.1266 0.1508 
少则 0.36 0.3608 0.0609 0.0696 0.0606 0.36 0.3717 0.0760 0.1055 0.0765 
E RMS = 7.0616 
Table A.3: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error Estimates of Parameters in 
Full Model for Simulation Study 
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Group 1 Group 2 
Real Groupl SD SE RMS Real Group2 SD SE RMS 
~ ~ ~ 0 . 7 9 6 3 0 . 0 1 7 2 0.0197 0.0175 ^ 0 . 7 9 6 3 0 . 0 1 7 2 0.0197 0.0175 
八31 0.8 0.7948 0.0206 0.0196 0.0212 0.8 0.7948 0.0206 0.0196 0.0212 
八52 0.7 0.7198 0.0391 0.0462 0.0436 0.7 0.7198 0.0391 0.0462 0.0436 
八62 0.7 0.7192 0.0408 0.0462 0.0449 0.7 0.7192 0.0408 0.0462 0.0449 
Ays 0.6 0.6137 0.0425 0.0428 0.0444 0.6 0.6137 0.0425 0.0428 0.0444 
Ass 0.5 0.5069 0.0423 0.0394 0.0426 0.5 0.5069 0.0423 0.0394 0.0426 
$11 1.1 1.0675 0.1022 0.1045 0.1068 1.1 1.0675 0.1022 0.1045 0.1068 
$12 0.5 0.4868 0.0691 0.0666 0.0700 0.5 0.4868 0.0691 0.0666 0.0700 
盃22 1.2 1.1604 0.1240 0.1130 0.1296 1.2 1.1604 0.1240 0.1130 0.1296 
ipeii 0.36 0.3548 0.0507 0.0533 0.0507 1 0.9675 0.1110 0.1039 0.1152 
屯22 0.36 0.3617 0.0433 0.0454 0.0431 1 0.9818 0.0854 0.0883 0.0868 
ipess 0.36 0.3644 0.0461 0.0455 0.0461 1 0.9710 0.0892 0.0869 0.0934 
ipeAi 0.36 0.3680 0.0518 0.0583 0.0522 1 0.9923 0.1136 0.0975 0.1133 
ijje55 0.36 0.3620 0.0439 0.0445 0.0437 1 0.9677 0.0790 0.0792 0.0850 
^66 0.36 0.3641 0.0489 0.0444 0.0488 1 0.9824 0.0864 0.0801 0.0878 
功 £77 0.36 0.3820 0.0573 0.0676 0.0611 1 0.9910 0.1043 0.1042 0.1041 
ip,88 0.36 0.3613 0.0372 0.0434 0.0370 1 0.9990 0.0719 0.0790 0.0716 
偏 0.36 0.3628 0.0382 0.0403 0.0381 1 0.9831 0.0789 0.0747 0.0803 
成 1 0.8 0.7974 0.1007 0.1079 0.1002 0.8 0.7974 0.1007 0.1079 0.1002 
A2I 0.8 0.8077 0.0875 0.0885 0.0874 0.8 0.8077 0.0875 0.0885 0.0874 
乂31 0.8 0.8007 0.0929 0.0889 0.0924 0.8 0.8007 0.0929 0.0889 0.0924 
^41 0.8 0.8030 0.0691 0.0693 0.0688 0.8 0.8030 0.0691 0.0693 0.0688 
^51 0.8 0.8079 0.0517 0.0574 0.0521 0.8 0.8079 0.0517 0.0574 0.0521 
/lei 0.8 0.7999 0.0606 0.0576 0.0603 0.8 0.7999 0.0606 0.0576 0.0603 
A-ji 0.8 0.7983 0.0702 0.0728 0.0699 0.8 0.7983 0.0702 0.0728 0.0699 
Agi 0.8 0.7973 0.0554 0.0553 0.0552 0.8 0.7973 0.0554 0.0553 0.0552 
成 1 0.8 0.7985 0.0476 0.0511 0.0474 0.8 0.7985 0.0476 0.0511 0.0474 
Ai2 0.5 0.4989 0.0806 0.0740 0.0802 0.5 0.4989 0.0806 0.0740 0.0802 
A22 0.5 0.5010 0.0639 0.0621 0.0636 0.5 0.5010 0.0639 0.0621 0.0636 
A32 0.5 0.5130 0.0706 0.0618 0.0715 0.5 0.5130 0.0706 0.0618 0.0715 
A42 0.5 0.5021 0.0500 0.0530 0.0498 0.5 0.5021 0.0500 0.0530 0.0498 
成 2 0.5 0.5019 0.0410 0.0442 0.0408 0.5 0.5019 0.0410 0.0442 0.0408 
A32 0.5 0.5021 0.0459 0.0441 0.0457 0.5 0.5021 0.0459 0.0441 0.0457 
A72 0.5 0.5054 0.0534 0.0547 0.0534 0.5 0.5054 0.0534 0.0547 0.0534 
^82 0.5 0.5063 0.0428 0.0422 0.0430 0.5 0.5063 0.0428 0.0422 0.0430 
A92 0.5 0.5059 0.0419 0.0393 0.0421 0.5 0.5059 0.0419 0.0393 0.0421 
BN 0.7 0.7055 0.0264 0.0308 0.0269 0.7 0.7055 0.0264 0.0308 0.0269 
Bi2 0.9 0.8972 0.0735 0.0718 0.0732 0.9 0.8972 0.0735 0.0718 0.0732 
Tu 0.7 0.7118 0.0781 0.0782 0.0785 1 1.0167 0.1245 0.1056 0.1250 
ri2 0.7 0.7170 0.0896 0.0773 0.0908 1 1.0330 0.1136 0.1024 0.1177 
少 jii 0.36 0.3670 0.0588 0.0618 0.0589 0.36 0.3670 0.0588 0.0618 0.0589 
E RMS = 5.2773 
Table A.4: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error Estimates of Parameters in 
Real Model for Simulation Study 
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Y1 ： Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your home life? (V180) 
Y2 : All things consider, how satisfied ar4e you with your life as a whole these days? (V96) 
Y3 : Thinking about your resons for doing voluntary work, how important are religious 
beliefs in your own case? (V62) 
Y4 : How important is God in your life? (V176) 
Y5 : Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your job? (VI16) 
Y6 : How free are you to make decisions in your job? (VI17) 
X2 : Sex (V353) 
Z1 : Socio-economic Status (V364) 
Table A.5: Questions of World Value Study Group, ICPSR Version 
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一 k \ j 1 2 3 4 
2 18.22 
3 60.51 42.29 
4 25.13 6.91 -35.38 
5 -1.93 -20.15 -62.44 -27.06 
Table A.6: 2logBkj for the Real Example 
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Japan Canada 
Model 3 Bayesian Estimation SE Bayesian Estimation SE 
A^ 1.3015 0.1211 1.3015 0.1211 
A42 3.8132 0.2521 3.8132 0.2521 
八63 0.7174 0.0632 0.7174 0.0632 
$11 0.5002 0.1028 0.4837 0.0696 
$12 0.4950 0.2224 0.2137 0.0585 
$22 7.0884 1.2732 2.3046 0.2385 
1.4466 0.1292 1.4466 0.1292 
iIj,22 0.5299 0.1438 0.5299 0.1438 
1.7679 0.1101 1.7679 0.1101 
0.3544 0.1713 0.3544 0.1713 
0.4638 0.1668 0.4638 0.1668 
3.2393 0.2295 3.2393 0.2295 
An 5.0999 0.4818 7.9274 0.2592 
yl2i 4.1718 0.4315 7.2730 0.2700 
^31 1.8251 0.4379 2.5751 0.2107 
y^i 1.5698 0.5830 5.1445 0.3330 
A51 3.1267 0.5893 7.3213 0.2320 
Aei 4.1896 0.5749 7.1086 0.3026 
Ai2 1.4231 0.3040 0.2827 0.1450 
A22 1.5460 0.2869 0.4228 0.1368 
A32 0.3579 0.2844 0.1312 0.1305 
A42 2.6000 0.3966 1.2253 0.1964 
A52 2.6549 0.4039 0.4588 0.1453 
^62 2.1456 0.3916 0.1726 0.1950 
Bii 0.0161 0.0556 0.0161 0.0556 
Tn 0.2033 0.0744 0.2033 0.0744 
ri2 0.3334 0.0423 0.3334 0.0423 
0.9499 0.2320 0.7375 0.1052 
Table A.7: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error estimates of parameters in 
Model 3 with prior 1 for the Real Example 
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Japan Canada 
Piror 2 Bayesian Estimation SE Bayesian Estimation SE 
A ^ 1.3779 0.1256 1.3779 0.1256 
八42 3.5937 0.2551 3.5937 0.2551 
AES 0.7002 0.0510 0.7002 0.0510 
歪 11 0.6031 0.1340 0.5534 0.0898 
歪 12 0.5846 0.2912 0.2347 0.0672 
$22 7.9763 1.4582 2.4135 0.2167 
ipeii 1.4584 0.1235 1.4584 0.1235 
吻 e22 0.4655 0.1273 0.4655 0.1273 
1.7280 0.1067 1.7280 0.1067 
礼 u 0.3693 0.1052 0.3693 0.1052 
IJJE55 0.3867 0.1015 0.3867 0.1015 
IPE66 3.1949 0.2021 3.1949 0.2021 
AN 5.1384 0.5226 7.9824 0.2447 
A21 4.0958 0.4894 7.3200 0.2587 
A31 1.7934 0.4434 2.5535 0.2136 
A41 1.4743 0.6223 5.1070 0.3644 
A51 2.8821 0.5943 7.2872 0.2257 
>L6I 4.0880 0.5900 7.0852 0.2831 
Ai2 1.3964 0.3495 0.2745 0.1377 
A22 1.5840 0.3443 0.4183 0.1333 
A32 0.3396 0.2869 0.1445 0.1394 
A42 2.5289 0.4053 1.2561 0.2359 
A52 2.7837 0.4317 0.4911 0.1413 
^62 2.1869 0.4039 0.1966 0.1823 
BU 0.0035 0.0500 0.0035 0.0500 
Fii 0.1933 0.0633 0.1933 0.0633 
r i2 0.3097 0.0382 0.3097 0.0382 
屯 M 0.7903 0.1680 0.6876 0.1034 
Table A.8: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error Estimates of Parameters using 
Prior 2 for the Real Example 
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Japan Canada 
Prior 3 Bayesian Estimation SE Bayesian Estimation SE 
A^ 1.2808 0.1027 1.2808 0.1027 
A42 4.3947 0.4854 4.3947 0.4854 
八63 0.7655 0.0745 0.7655 0.0745 
<^>11 0.3314 0.0847 0.3600 0.0830 
$12 0.3742 0.1717 0.1824 0.0520 
少22 5.9700 1.0738 2.0652 0.2782 
ipeii 1.4622 0.1236 1.4622 0.1236 
ipe22 0.5073 0.1418 0.5073 0.1418 
p^ess 1.8031 0.1188 1.8031 0.1188 
ipeu 0.4919 0.3378 0.4919 0.3378 
^£55 0.6069 0.2006 0.6069 0.2006 
ip.GQ 3.1981 0.2337 3.1981 0.2337 
All 5.0166 0.4984 7.8407 0.2351 
A21 4.0574 0.5079 7.1718 0.2267 
A31 1.8612 0.4302 2.5876 0.2060 
^41 1.5766 0.5613 5.0776 0.3513 
A51 3.2508 0.5685 7.2794 0.2514 
ylei 4.1326 0.5921 7.0648 0.2939 
Ai2 1.4040 0.3275 0.3089 0.1432 
A22 1.5266 0.3472 0.4493 0.1291 
>l32 0.3136 0.2798 0.1198 0.1341 
A42 2.5017 0.3827 1.2605 0.2350 
A52 2.4869 0.3676 0.4866 0.1608 
^62 2.0980 0.3859 0.1991 0.1912 
Bn 0.0343 0.0486 0.0343 0.0486 
Fii 0.2360 0.0840 0.2360 0.0840 
ri2 0.3603 0.0509 0.3603 0.0509 
少 m 1.0153 0.2456 0.7654 0.1082 
Table A.9: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error Estimates of Parameters using 
Prior 3 for the Real Example 
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Japan Canada 
Prior 4 Bayesian Estimation SE Bayesian Estimation SE 
A i^ 1.3423 0.1311 1.3423 0.1311 
A42 3.7027 0.2697 3.7027 0.2697 
八63 0.6914 0.0573 0.6914 0.0573 
^ u 0.5423 0.1180 0.5139 0.0828 
$12 0.5048 0.2388 0.2181 0.0607 
否 22 6.9296 1.2126 2.3514 0.2164 
ipsii 1.4721 0.1239 1.4721 0.1239 
ip,22 0.4749 0.1337 0.4749 0.1337 
^,33 1.7665 0.1102 1.7665 0.1102 
1/^ 4^4 0.4047 0.1360 0.4047 0.1360 
ips55 0.3768 0.1334 0.3768 0.1334 
3.2597 0.2185 3.2597 0.2185 
All 5.6802 0.4688 8.4184 0.3087 
A21 4.6816 0.4676 7.8005 0.3074 
ylai 1.9159 0.4246 2.6738 0.2808 
All 1.6369 0.7123 5.4023 0.4657 
A51 3.5794 0.5353 7.7280 0.3582 
Aei 4.8040 0.5692 7.5419 0.3745 
Ai2 1.2247 0.2285 0.0785 0.1421 
A22 1.4251 0.2325 0.2213 0.1364 
^32 0.3214 0.2104 0.0773 0.1358 
A42 2.5775 0.3921 1.1031 0.2428 
A52 2.4770 0.2215 0.2307 0.1405 
^62 1.8757 0.2833 -0.0698 0.1826 
Bn -0.0478 0.0418 -0.0478 0.0418 
Fii 0.2171 0.0660 0.2171 0.0660 
ri2 0.3091 0.0431 0.3091 0.0431 
少 M 0.9182 0.2133 0.7200 0.1105 
Table A.10: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error Estimates of Parameters 
using Prior 4 for the Real Example 
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Japan Canada 
Prior 5 Bayesian Estimation SE Bayesian Estimation SE 
A^ 1.3016 0.1432 1.3016 0.1432 
A42 3.6560 0.5260 3.6560 0.5260 
八 63 0.7366 0.0704 0.7366 0.0704 
0.5243 0.1319 0.5269 0.1354 
$12 0.5946 0.2770 0.2331 0.0667 
少22 7.2750 1.3431 2.2810 0.2621 
1.4566 0.1377 1.4566 0.1377 
屯 22 0.4989 0.1643 0.4989 0.1643 
1.7388 0.1279 1.7388 0.1279 
0.6495 0.6016 0.6495 0.6016 
t/;g55 0.5094 0.1873 0.5094 0.1873 
3.2203 0.2223 3.2203 0.2223 
y^ii 4.7570 0.4857 7.6639 0.2506 
A21 3.8321 0.4838 6.9968 0.2392 
A31 1.6974 0.4379 2.4810 0.2079 
A41 1.1913 0.6788 4.8834 0.3365 
A51 2.8552 0.6418 7.0718 0.2261 
ylgi 3.8053 0.6259 6.8518 0.2852 
乂 12 1.4482 0.3110 0.3806 0.1456 
A22 1.5190 0.3181 0.5093 0.1343 
A32 0.3696 0.2867 0.1769 0.1306 
A42 2.6104 0.4649 1.3470 0.2213 
A52 2.5847 0.4126 0.5919 0.1460 
^62 2.1843 0.4051 0.3117 0.1847 
Bn 0.0555 0.0436 0.0555 0.0436 
Fii 0.1966 0.0763 0.1966 0.0763 
ri2 0.3408 0.0468 0.3408 0.0468 
^su 0.9796 0.2355 0.7606 0.1200 
Table A.11: Bayesian Estimates and Standard Error Estimates of Parameters 
using Prior 5 for the Real Example 
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